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Abstract

In emergency management, (ordered and unordered) k-nearest point queries and k-
nearest tessellation (zone) queries are of great importance. GIS or k-nearest graph
could answer the former queries, but not for the latter spatial tessellations. This
paper introduces an emergency management framework with higher order Voronoi
diagrams (order-k Voronoi diagram, ordered order-k Voronoi diagram and k-th near-
est Voronoi diagram) providing answers for both point and tessellation queries in
various modellings and “what-if” scenarios. We also demonstrate how the complete
higher order Voronoi diagrams can be used for mitigation, preparedness, response
and recovery phase of emergency management in distributed geoinformatics envi-
ronments.
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1 Introduction

Sensors monitoring regions of interest are continuously producing geospatial
data for disaster analysis and emergency management. This distributed data
collection resulting in data-rich environments requires real-time emergency
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analysis and management. Disasters and emergencies are detrimental to peo-
ple, property or environment. Real-time analysis and management of emer-
gencies is of great importance and lack of appropriate emergency manage-
ment could lead to environmental, financial and structural damages, losses or
destruction. In particular, Australia is suffering from diverse range of natural
disasters including landslides, floods, bushfires, earthquakes and droughts, and
various human-made emergencies including oil-spills, urban fires and criminal
acts. Intelligent modelling for emergency management is in high demand in
Australia to protect people, property and environment from these destructive
emergencies.

GISs (Geographic Information Systems) providing data acquisition, interpre-
tation and dissemination are essential in most of aspects of natural disaster
and emergency management (Goodchild, 2006). GIS provides a centralized
mechanism to visually display emergency information (Johnson, 1994). It has
been used by many initiatives and researchers for hazard and disaster deci-
sion support (Chang et al., 1997; Dymon and Winter, 1993; Kevany, 2003;
Montoya, 2003; Salt and Dunsmore, 2000). However, much of the research is
limited to producing cartographic mappings and visualization rather than dis-
aster analysis and predictive modelling (Zerger and Smith, 2003). Particularly
in emergency management, (ordered and unordered) k-nearest point queries
and k-nearest tessellation (zone) queries are of great importance. GIS could
answer the former queries, but not for the latter.

As data become more prevalent due to sensor networks, dynamic analysis of
these distributed sensed data becomes increasingly important. Current GISs
provide limited functions enabling what-if analysis, and thus computer soft-
ware simulating various scenarios for what-if analysis is in great demand (Zerger
and Smith, 2003; Gahegan and Lee, 2000). There exist several emergency man-
agement simulators (Balasubramanian et al., 2006; AEATechnology, 2006;
CrowdDynamics, 2006; IES, 2006) providing tools to model movement and
behavior of people, and help people systematically respond when a disaster
occurs. However, they fail to provide a general purpose what-if analysis toolbox
handling various scenarios for timely and well-informed decision makings in
highly dynamic environments. An intelligent framework that simulates what-if
scenarios and provides answers for k-nearest point queries and k-nearest tes-
sellation (zone) queries in a timely manner is in great demand in emergency
management.

This paper introduces an emergency management framework with complete
higher order Voronoi diagrams (order-k Voronoi diagram, ordered order-k
Voronoi diagram and k-th nearest Voronoi diagram) providing answers for
both k-nearest point and zone queries in various modellings and what-if sce-
narios. The framework builds a unified order-k Delaunay triangle data struc-
ture from which users can derive the complete higher order Voronoi diagrams
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for various emergency scenarios. In such a way, the proposed framework sup-
ports various what-happen scenarios. In this article, the unified data structure
is limited to the Euclidean space where “crow flies distance” is in place. The
framework can be developed on the top of GISs and can be used in conjunction
with their functionality.

The framework provides what-if answers for:

• k-nearest point queries returning the k-nearest target;
• Unordered order-k point queries returning a set of unordered k-nearest tar-

gets;
• Ordered order-k point queries returning a set of ordered k-nearest targets;
• k-nearest zone queries returning k-th nearest Voronoi regions;
• Unordered order-k zone queries returning order-k Voronoi regions;
• Ordered order-k zone queries returning order-k Voronoi regions.

We also demonstrate how the complete higher order Voronoi diagrams and
these types of answers can be used for mitigation, preparedness, response
and recovery phase of emergency management in distributed geoinformatics
environments.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines background
and introduces higher order Voronoi diagrams. Section 3 discusses the frame-
work of our emergency management system and explains in details how higher
order Voronoi diagram could be used for mitigation, preparedness, response
and recovery. Section 4 draws concluding remarks.

2 Higher Order Voronoi Diagrams

The ordinary Voronoi diagram of a set of generators P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}
is obtained by assigning all locations in the space to the closest generator.
Locations equidistant from two generators form Voronoi edges whilst loca-
tions equidistant from more than two generators constitute Voronoi vertices.
This assignment tessellates the space into mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive Voronoi regions. Higher order Voronoi diagrams are popular gener-
alizations of the ordinary Voronoi diagram to more than one generator. They
provide space tessellations where each region has the same k (ordered or un-
ordered) closest sites for a given k. These tessellations are useful for situations
where more than one location of interest are of attention, some are malfunc-
tioning (busy, closed or fully scheduled) or some are required to collaborate
to quickly complete a given task. These situations are prevalent and of great
interest in emergency management which makes the complete higher order
Voronoi diagrams a solid candidate for managing emergencies.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Higher Order Voronoi diagrams (|P | = 5) where pi ∈ P is depicted as a
cross (+) and an associated identification number i: (a) V(1)(P ); (b) V(3)(P ); (c)
V<3>(P ); (d) V [3](P ).

Suppose we are given a set P of distinct points in R2 where 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞.
The order-k Voronoi diagram V(k) is a set of all order-k Voronoi regions
{V (P

(k)
1 ), . . . , V (P (k)

n )}, where the order-k Voronoi region V (P
(k)
i ) for a ran-

dom subset P
(k)
i consisting of k points out of P is defined as V (P

(k)
i ) =

{p| arg max
pr∈P

(k)
i

d(p, pr) ≤ arg min
ps∈P\P (k)

i
d(p, ps)}. In V(k), k generators

are not ordered, however in some situations an ordered set would be of in-
terest. This can be modelled by the ordered order-k Voronoi diagram V<k>.
It is defined as V<k> = {V (P<k>

1 ), . . . , V (P<k>
n )}, where the ordered order-

k Voronoi region V (P<k>
i ) is defined as V (P<k>

i ) = {p|d(p, pi1) ≤ . . . ≤
d(p, pik) ≤ d(p, pj), pj ∈ P\{pi1, . . . , pik}}. V(P<k>

i ) is a refinement of V(P
(k)
i ),

namely V (P
(k)
i ) =

⋃
V (P<k>

i ). One generalized variant of the ordinary Voronoi
diagram similar to V(k) is the k-th nearest Voronoi diagram. This is partic-
ularly useful when users are interested in only k-th nearest region. The k-
th nearest Voronoi diagram V [k] is a set of all k-th nearest Voronoi regions
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V [k] = {V [k](p1), . . . , V
[k](pn)}, where the k-th nearest Voronoi region V [k](pi)

is defined as V [k](pi) = {p|d(p, pi) ≤ d(p, pj), pj ∈ P\{k nearest points of pi}}.
V(P

[k]
i ) is a refinement of V(P

(k)
i ), namely V (P

[k]
i ) = V (P

(k−1)
i ) ∪ V (P

(k)
i ).

Fig. 1 illustrates higher order Voronoi diagrams with a set P of 5 points,
{p3, p4, p5, p6, p7}. Fig. 1(a) depicts the ordinary Voronoi diagram of P . A
shaded Voronoi region in Fig. 1(a) is V (p7) having p7 as the closest point.
Fig. 1(b) displays the order-3 Voronoi diagram of P , V(3)(P ). A shaded re-

gion is V (P
(3)
{p3,p4,p7}) having three points {p3, p4, p7} as the first three closest.

Fig. 1(c) shows the ordered order-3 Voronoi diagram of P , V(<3>(P ). The
shaded region in Fig. 1(b) is further decomposed into 6 (3 * 2 * 1) exclusive
ordered order-3 Voronoi regions as shown in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(d) depicts the
3rd-nearest Voronoi diagram of P , V([3](P ). The shaded region in Fig. 1(b) is
further decomposed into 3 3rd-nearest Voronoi regions. More details can be
found in (Aurenhammer and Schwarzkopf, 1991; Okabe et al., 2000).

Even though these families V(k), V<k> and V [k] are useful and highly corre-
lated, little research (Gahegan and Lee, 2000) has been conducted on struc-
tural arrangements of these families. Several algorithmic approaches (Auren-
hammer and Schwarzkopf, 1991; Dehne, 1983; Lee, 1982) have been proposed
to efficiently compute order-k diagrams, however their interrelationships and
applications to the real-world problem have attracted little attention. This
paper adopts the algorithm by Dehne (1983) and data structure by Lee et al.
(2007), build a unified higher order Delaunay triangle data structure, and
applies higher order Voronoi diagram to emergency management.

3 Emergency Management

Emergency management is composed of four basic phases: mitigation, pre-
paredness, response and recovery (Haddow and Bulldock, 2003). This section
demonstrates how the complete higher order Voronoi diagrams can be used for
each stage of emergency management. We explain this with a study region S
of Townsville, a tropical city of northern Queensland in Australia. The study
region consists of 42 urban suburbs of Townsville and suffers from periodic
tropical cyclones accompanying strong winds and heavy rains.

3.1 Mitigation

Mitigation is a realization of the causes of risk/danger. It involves in activities
preventing (removing, eliminating, reducing) disasters (emergencies) (Had-
dow and Bulldock, 2003; Johnson, 1994). Tropical cyclone is so destructive
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producing heavy storms and floods. Mitigation plays a crucial role here and
identifying the vulnerability of people, property and environment is of up-
most importance in its mitigation. Note that disasters occur when hazards
meet vulnerability (Wisner et al., 2005). Emergency personnel with sensors
could collect these vulnerable targets and take proper actions to prevent (re-
duce) damage. In this mitigation process, identifying (ordered and unordered)
k-nearest points and zones is important in planning and decision-makings. For
illustration purposes, we take the k-nearest point query as an example.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. V [k](P ) (|P | = 12) where pi ∈ P is depicted as a cross (+): (a) S with P ;
(b) V [1](P ); (c) V [2](P ); (d) V [3](P ).

Fig. 2 demonstrates V [k] of locations of 12 sensors within S. Fig. 2(b) shows
V [1], Fig. 2(c) shows V [2] whilst Fig. 2(d) depicts V [3]. k-nearest zones of a
particular sensor indicate its regions of interest or its territories to check for
vulnerability. Shared Voronoi regions in Fig. 2(b) are regions having p1 as
the first nearest sensor indicating sensor p1 has to be primarily in charge of.
Shaded regions in Fig. 2(c) are regions having p1 as the second nearest sensor
indicating sensor p1 should be supporting or on standby just in case those
areas not covered by their first nearest sensors. Shared regions in Fig. 2(d)
encompass the first and second nearest Voronoi regions and indicate the next
level involvement. The complete V [k] suggests a comprehensive coverage of
involvements.
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3.2 Preparedness

Preparedness involves in activities making plans to minimize damage such as
having emergency personnel on standby or activities figuring out nearest evac-
uation places. This requires information on the ordered k nearest emergency
personnel or the ordered k nearest evacuation places. This can be modelled
by the ordered order-k Voronoi diagram and Fig. 3 depicts V<3>(P ) where
P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6}. The shaded region has p1, p2 and p3 as the first,
second and third nearest, respectively.

Fig. 3. V<k>(P ) (|P | = 6) where pi ∈ P is depicted as a cross (+) and an associated
identification number i.

If we assume that P represents evacuation shelters then people living in the
shaded region will have p1 as the nearest evacuation shelter, p2 as the second
and p3 as the third. Thus, people living in this shaded region will have a clear
understanding where they have to go when the first shelter is available, when
the first is fully booked or roads to the first are damaged. Higher order V<k>

can be in place when higher k is required.

3.3 Response

Response involves in activities providing emergency assistance for victims.
Typically, the k-closest emergency unit is selected to quickly respond emergen-
cies. Also, it is important to identify the k-nearest resources such as hydrants
in urban fires, electronic pumps in floods, and ships in oil-spills. Higher order
Voronoi diagrams can be used for various activities in emergency response and
here we use order-k Voronoi diagrams as an example.
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When emergencies occur, k nearest emergency units are required to cooperate
and collaborate in order to reduce damage. Depending on the type and sever-
ity of emergency, k can be decided. The complete order-k Voronoi diagram can
model this and can be used for dynamic emergency response. Fig. 4 demon-
strates an example with k = 3. Each V(3) Voronoi region in Fig. 4 shows an
area where three emergency units need to work together. The shaded region in
the figure depicts an area in which p, q and r emergency units are required to
collaborate. These V(k) diagrams help emergency management officials make
prompt decisions and predictive modelling. Emergency management officials
can figure it out a candidate number for suitable k by varying it from 1 to
n− 1.

Fig. 4. V(k)(P ) (P same as in Fig. 2 where points are depicted as crosses (+) and
some with labels p, q and r).

3.4 Recovery

Recovery is a series of activities reducing the secondary damage and returning
back to normal. Due the accompanied strong winds and floods, there exist pos-
sible road-damage after cyclone. This road-damage is one of the main sources
of transport tragedy, and must be identified and repaired in a timely manner.

In many emergency recovery situations, one of obstacles that hinders recovery
process is limited resources (personnel or equipments). This is particular the
case when multiple emergencies are taken place. In such limited environments,
an emergency management official needs to optimize locations of emergency
personnel and has to figure out the minimum number of personnel required.
Fig. 5 depicts one such example. It shows 11 road-damage and two (denoted
by crosses) emergency units already being placed.
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Let us assume that each unit is able to handle only a certain number of
road-damage. In this case, each unit can deal with 4 road-damage. One unit
is in charge of {p1, p2, p3, p4} and the other is in charge of {p5, p6, p10, p11}.
Consequently, three road-damage {p7, p8, p9} are left unfixed. An emergency
management official is going to introduce a new emergency unit (capacity of 4)
in somewhere in S so that the unit has those unfixed road-damage as the first
four closest. In this case, the order-4 Voronoi diagram suggests an informative
recommendation and provides a concise answer. A new emergency unit can be
introduced in the shaded Voronoi region in the bottom right corner covering
the set of uncovered road-damage in this case.

Fig. 5. V(k)(P ) (|P | = 11) where pi ∈ P is shown as a cross (+) and an associated
number i.

3.5 Emergency Management with Complete Higher Order Voronoi Diagrams

With an aid from the algorithm and data structure (Dehne, 1983; Lee et al.,
2007), we are able to derive the complete V(k), V<k> and V [k] of the same
dataset P . This provides a rich environment to emergency management offi-
cials enabling them to explore what-if analysis, and eventually help them make
better decisions. Fig. 6 depicts a series of higher order Voronoi diagrams of P =
{p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8} including V(1)(P ), V(2)(P ), V(3)(P ), V(4)(P ), V<2>(P ),
V<3>(P ), V [4](P ) and V [5](P ). Emergency management officials can compare
and contrast these diagrams to make better and prompt decisions in highly dy-
namic environments. In addition, they can interactively insert/remove/move
generators and analyze “what-happening” situations. Fig. 7 depicts when a
new generator p9 is added to P .
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Fig. 6. V(1)(P ), V(2)(P ), V(3)(P ), V(4)(P ), V<2>(P ), V<3>(P ), V [4](P ) and V [5](P )
(P = {p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8}) where pi ∈ P is shown as a cross (+) and an associated
identification number i.

Fig. 7. V(1)(P̆ ), V(2)(P̆ ), V(3)(P̆ ), V(4)(P̆ ), V<2>(P̆ ), V<3>(P̆ ), V [4](P̆ ) and V [5](P̆ )
(P̆ = P + {p9}, P as in Fig. 6) where pi ∈ P is shown as a cross (+) and an
associated identification number i.
3.6 Emergency Management with Other Voronoi Diagrams

There exist several other generalized Voronoi diagrams that can be effectively
used for emergency management. Okabe et al. (2000) provides a comprehen-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Generalized Voronoi diagrams (P same as in Fig. 2) where numbers in brack-
ets are weights: (a) The Manhattan Voronoi diagram of P ; (b) The multiplicatively
weighted Voronoi diagram of P ; (c) The power Voronoi diagram of P ; (d) The line
Voronoi diagram of P .

sive summary and readers may refer to it for more details. Fig. 8 depicts some
of those generalized Voronoi diagrams with the same dataset used in Fig. 2.
Fig. 8(a) shows the Manhattan Voronoi diagram which is of particular inter-
est in urban analysis where the Euclidean distance is not in use. Fig. 8(b)
depicts the multiplicatively weighted Voronoi diagram of the same dataset
whilst Fig. 8(c) shows the power Voronoi diagram with the same weight used
in Fig. 8(b). In addition, Fig. 8(d) shows the line Voronoi diagram where points
belong to the same suburb form a line segment. Even though these generalized
Voronoi diagrams provide useful information for emergency management, all
these require different data structures. Little research has been conducted on
combining these data structures to provide a unified data structure for what-if
analysis. Our next step is to incorporate these generalized Voronoi diagrams
into the unified data structure providing a richer set of spatial tessellations.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Disasters and emergencies are highly destructive, and they can lead to various
forms of financial, structural and environmental damage. Even though it is
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almost impossible to avoid occurrences of disasters, its prediction and pre-
paredness along with an effective post emergency management program can
mitigate the risk and damage (Jayaraman et al., 1997). Ordered and unordered
k-nearest point queries and k-nearest zone queries are of great importance in
emergency management. Current commercial GISs support k-nearest point
queries, but fail to support k-nearest zone queries.

In this paper, we introduce an interactive emergency management framework
based on the complete V(k), V<k> and V [k]. We show that the framework
supports both ordered and unordered k-nearest point queries and k-nearest
zone queries, and demonstrate how these Voronoi tessellations could be used
in each phase of emergency management. Future work includes inclusion of
diverse generalized Voronoi diagrams and considers background geospatial in-
formation including population-at-risk and physical constraints.
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